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ABSTRACT
Effects of OCR Errors on Text Categorizations
by
Lidija K. Mackovski
Dr. Kazem Taghva, Ebcamination Committee Chair
Professor of Com puter Science
University of Nevada, Las Vegas

In this thesis, we report on our experiments on training and categorization of optically
recognized documents. In, particular, we present a lexicon-based error correction algorithm
to improve the categorization process. This algorithm is based on edit distance techniques
and inform ation from highly weighted words in the categorizers.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION
T he increasing ability to generate information in electronic form is probably the most re
markable m anner of the late 20th century and the beginning of 21st century technology.
Recent technology provides moving capabilities to store and retrieve inform ation, to handle
and distribute it effectively.
A common m isinterpretation in the 1980’s was th at increasing use of com puters would
lead to decrease the use of paper. On the contrary, th at led to a significant production of
document generation. Each day. United States government agencies and businesses produce
more than a billion pages o f computer printouts, letters, photocopies and paper documents.
In order to benefit from m odem technology, processed information of interest m ust become
obtainable in electronic form at.
Nowadays, broaid human resources ave involved in the process of converting d ata from
paper to electronic form. Nevertheless, there are many disaulvantages of m anual d ata con
version. Mamuatl input of printed documents into a computer is very time-consuming amd
erroneous, amd therefore cost-intensive. To dim inish cost for converting d ata into electronic
form, reading machines have been developed for mamy years. Text recognition systems atre
of immediaite necessity for efficient conversion of the maissive amounts of printed documents.
The prime taisk of text recognition systems is to convert images of printed characters into
identifying codes such as ASCII or EBCDIC. However, the expansion of these machines has
been slower th an mcpected amd that is primaurily due to deficiencies in recognition accuracy.
C urrent text recognition systems achieve 100% accurauy only for shape-optimized fonts,
b u t can have significamtly lower accuracy for regulan^ documents.
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In this thesis we discuss the m ethods for fin d in g errors in optically scanned tex t. C hapter
2 gives some badcground inform ation on OCR, the errors pertaining to OCR and the reason
for producing errcxs, task related to computer-based m anapng of textual information such
as text categorization and the various methods for building the text classifier.
In chapter 3, we report on the factors th at cause OCR errors and how this problems
are resolved in different applications, we discuss the recent research in the field of text
classification, and finally we explain the experimental environment th at we are using.
In chapter 4, we describe the experiments performed, the methods used, and the decision
made. We give details on lexicon-based a ro r correction systems. Subsection 4.1 deals with
creating the categories, designing the dictionary th a t we will use for error correction. Also
it explains the sim ilarity measures used to find a best replacement for a misrecognized
word and the implementation of the error correction algorithm. Subsection 4.3 presents the
experiments and the results.
Chapter 5 is the summary of the thesis.
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CHAPTER 2

PRELIMINARIES
2.1

OCR

O p tic a l c h a ra c te r reco g n itio n (OCR) technology provides an im portant substitu
tion to manual d ata conversion. Recognition of printed and handw ritten characters has
commonly been the most substantial goal o f optical character recognition systems. Early
systems were generally designed to recognize characters in one font and one size for ex
ample, typew ritten text. Such systems depended upon invariable spacing of characters to
segment individual characters [20]. OCR systems and the features used in such systems
have become progressively more sophisticated as a result of extensive experim entation us
ing several test databases th at have become available in the recent years [17, 10]. Today’s
systems are mostly omnifont recognition systems. OCR devices are currently the most prac
tical means of converting enormous am ounts of d ata into electronic form. This conversion
is conceptually done into the following steps [29]:
• The first step in converting a paper docum ent into an electronic form is page scanning.
• The second step, called recognition, consists of two different technologies: zoning and text
recognition.
Scanning refers to the digitization of an input page into an electronic image. This is
done through optical scanner, which senses digressions in light intensity to characterize the
gray levels into either I’s for black o r O’s for white. The digitized page binarized into a
m atrix of I ’s and O’s is called bit-maq>ped image.
Recognizing a page, particularly a heterogeneous one th a t someone could find in a
magazine, is a somewhat complmc process. Zoning is block segm entation function th at
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decomposes an image page into structural regions. These regions can either be graphic
m aterial or text. Furthermore, if the page is form atted w ith multiple columns(newspaper
style) or a iy other way rather then usual m anuscript form at, then the reading order of the
text should be m aintained. Zoning can be performed either manually or autom atically.
Text recognition is interpretation of text regions to their ASCII representation. Each
character is isolated and converted to its ASCII equivalent. The objective in the process of
segmentation is to identify each individual character w ithin words and sentences. However,
due to noise, characters may be incorrectly joined or broken. Also, because of fonts where
the characters toudi, there may be no easily identified location for separating characters.
Recognition is then performed on each candidate character. If recognition confidence is low,
in most modem OCR systems there is repeated iteration between the segm entation and
recognition steps until the suspect character’s recognition confidence is high. An alternate
approach to character recognition is to identify whole words at once instead of individual
characters. The fundam ental advantage of this approach is that it prevents th e need for
character segm entation. Segmentation of words is much more reliable.
The following factors contribute to the difficulty of segmentation: character breakup,
character touching, font style, stray marks [24].
C h a ra c te r B re a k u p Poor paper-print quality of the document, poor scanning and
resembling foctors can cause small breaks in the characters. Even those insignificant
breaks can cause segmentation problems such as m isinterpreting th e single character
m like m in a sm all font.
C h a ra c te r T o u chin g Smearing from the reproduction process can cause character
to touch. The previous induce m ultiple characters to be recognized as single character
such as n n to m .
Font S ty le In some italic fonts, the slant of the characters is so large th at successive
characters may overlap each other in the vertical direction.
S tra y M a rk s Underlining and highlighting can make segmentation very error-prone.
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Most of the applications where OCR can be useful require a high degree of accuracy. In
financial applications for example, m isreading a digit could have serious consequences. In
mail sorting, a m isread address could cause a letter to be sent to the wrong location. There
is also no practical method of circumventing OCR accuracy requirements in processes such
as document retrieva and docnunent classification. Error-prone docniments could be easily
classified inccxrecztly or could not be found in the process of retrieval. Currently, there are
no effecrtive techniques for eluding these accniracy requirements.
By almost any measure, the amount of d ata generated is increasing faster than the
ability of end users to find, absorb and use this data. Due to constant increase of documents
in electronic form at, consumers need flexible ways of finding information of interest, and
investigating it in its original or an abbreviated form at. For some types of data, this can
be straightforward. For example, spreadsheets, database software and statistics pacdcages
have made user access to variety of numeric data fairly comfortable. It is more difiScmlt,
however, to provide practical access to textual data, including electronic mail, newspapers,
magazines, manuals, memos, technical articles, bcx>ks, and many others forms of text. One
of the methods for more efficient content-based text processing is text classification. Tmct
classification deals w ith the assigning the contents of docruments or parts of docniments to
one or more groups.
2.2

Text categorization

C la ssifica tio n is an ambiguous word in information retrieval, psychology, applied
statistics, and other sciences but nearly always refers to the process of grouping items
[131Text classification is a generalized term th a t includes numerous distinct information re
trieval tasks, b u t whicffi all deal w ith grouping of textual entities. In this secztion, we describe
one such content-based management task th a t has reœived significant status in information
scnence: text categorization. In the 90’s, w ith the booming generation and consequential
overload of electronic docniments, autom ated text categorization has witnessed a renewed
interest. Text categorization can be used in various £q>plications, for instanœ autom ated
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document indexing based on controlled vocabulary, text filtering, autom atically classifying
Web pages or sites, and mainly in any application th a t requires document organizing or
selective dispatching.
Text categorization is tiie automated labeling o f texts with thematic categories from a
predefined set, rather than categorizing them in response to user request or query. An
essent ial function of text categorization is to index documents to aid inform ation retrieval
and generate document representatives. Text categorization systems are making effort to
duplicate human categorization judgm ents.
There are two distinct approaches to text categorization [25]. The first approach to
building a text categorization system is rule-based., th a t is manually defining set of logical
rules on how to categorize documents under given set of categories by means of knowledge
engineering techniques. The other approach is machine leaming approach. W ithin this
approach, a set of documents is manually assigned to categories and then an inductive
leaming process is used to autom atically assign categories to future documents, based on
the words they contain. The advantage of the last is th at can save substantial human
effort. Furthermore, in terms of effectiveness achieve impressive levels of performance,
making autom atic categorization a qualitatively and economically feasible alternative to
manual categorization.
Text categorization process consists of four phases [13]:
In d ex in g Documents are converted into text expressions occasionally called docu
ment representatives. Speed of indexing is an im portant m atter, since large number
of new documents may need to be categwized in real time.
C ate g o riz er F o rm u latio n Text categorization requires a rule, hypothesis or a model
th at describes how document ought to be classified based on its document represen
tative. Such internal specifications are called categorizer. Essential expert effort or
complex statistical analysis might be uses in building the categorizer.
C o m p ariso n A binary decision is necessary, in almost all text categorization system,
firom each categorizer about each document. A document could, also, be compared to
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num ber of categories at once, and convenient decision is made relying on dependencies
among categories.
Adaptation Feedback is im portant role in text categorization systems. For instance,
when a categorization system is built, there are usually large numbers of documents
accessible th a t are previously manually assigned. By using feedback, the categorizer
is able to incorporate the new documents without requiring manual intervention.
As specified earlier, th e machine leaming strategy relies upon the information from the
initial set of categorized documents. T hat implies th at the initial set comes w ith a correct
decision m atrix. A value of 1 in th e decision m atrix is perceived as a confirmation from
the expert th at a document is correctly assigned to a specific category. In addition, that
is also considered as a positive example. A value of 0 in the decision m atrix is interpreted
as negative example and indicates th e expert’s decision th at the document does not fit in a
particular category. During the building of the categorizer a m ethod to test for determina
tion of categorization effectiveness is necessary. To accomplish this testing, the initial set
of documents is divided into two sets, which are not necessarily balanced: training set and
test se t
Training set is the set of documents used to build the decision m atrix to sepa
rate the documents into th e different categories. By leaming from the training
set an 'ideal document” is formed using the decision m atrix for each category.
These ideal documents are known as categorizers.

The test set is used for evaluating the effectiveness of the derived categorizers.
The categorizer decision is compared to the ones of the expert. The sim ilarity of
the obtained values will provide the effectiveness performance o f the categorizer.
A category can either be of binary or m ultiple type. A binary category refers that a
document is assigned to only one category and is or is not a member of a specific category.
When multiple categories are used, a document could have a varying degree of member
ship in the categories, it might be assigned to all, some, or none o f the categories. Many
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ta c t categorization systems consider a tex t as a "bag o f words”, disregarding the original
form atting of the text and considering the presence or absence of each word as a binary
feature.
In the process of indexing, a particular text representation should uniformly be applied
to the training and the test documents. Each document is usually represented by a vector
of n weighted-index terms th at occur in the document. One of the strategies for text rep
resentation is to identify term s w ith all the words occurring in the document (the "bag of
words” approach). There are other more complex ways of text representation, but experi
m ents have given discouraging results [8, 4]. Another strategy is where the weights range
between 0 and 1 [6]. In rare cases, binary weights are used, where 1 dm otes presence and
0 absence of the term in the docum ent. In case of non-binary indexing, most of the tim e,
the standard t f *

[8] weighting function is used, which is defined as

t f * idfit^, dj) = /(t* , dj) * log ^
W here f{tk,dj) denotes the num ber of times term
denotes the number of documents in which term

occurs in document dj, and /(t& )

occurs at least once {document frequency

o f the term). This function incorporates the idea th at the more often a term occurs in a
document, the more is representative of th at document, and the more documents the term
occurs in, the less disregarding it is. In this thesis term and word are used interchangeably.
Even though, t f *idf is by far th e most commonly used m ethod, different indexing tech
niques have been used, especially when the training set is not available from the beginning
of the process of building tmct categories.
2.2.1

Dimensionality reduction

High dimensionality of term space in text categorization may cause different problems.
In practice, there are various m ethods for decreasing the dimension of the vector space.
These methods, known as dimensonality reduction techniques, tend to improve the perfor
mance of the categorization system . Furtherm ore, dimensionality reduction is contributive,
since it intends to decrease the problem of overfitting [19]. There are two distinct methods
for dimensionality reduction [25]:
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Local dvmenaionality réduction refers to th e process of choosing term s fcx each
category. Theoretically, th a t would m ean th at for each document there is a
different representation fcx each category.

Global dimensionality reduction refers to th e process of choosing term s th at will
represent all categories.
2.2.2

M ethods for construction of a classifier

There are different methods for inductive construction of text classifier. Classifiers are
algorithm s th a t embody a distance function th a t allows determ ination of the most likely
words th at will represent a class. A variety of m athem atical procedures have been applied
to this problem. Some of the most commonly encountered techiques are the following:
2.2.2.1

Probability text classifier

This m ethod is based on the traditional information retrieval techniques. The training
documents are used to build the categories. The system uses sim ilarity measures between the
new documents and the categories in order to classify them properly [33]. Each document,
and each categorizer, can be represented as a vector of form (wi,W2 , ...W|y|), where each
component w* of this vector represents the weight of the term vt in the document and the
categorizers. Elach component w* can be either 0 or I. In this case, the weight represents
the presence or absence of the term vt in the document. This weight though can carry
more information such as the frequency of th e term in the document. The set of words in
a lexicon can be represented as a vector V = {v\,V 2 , ....t/|v|)Now, let C = (ci,C2, ....qvi) and D = (dx,d 2 ,-—d|£>|) be sets of categories and training
documents, respectively. Each category Cj, is represented by a vector of the above form,
where the weight, w*, is calculated from using term frequencies based on the training set
of the documents. Using the naive Bayes assum ption th at the probability of each word
occurring in a document is independent of th e occurrence of the other words in a document,
then these weights can be easily calculated.
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There are two distinct versions o f th e naive Bayes categorizer. The first one is the
Bernoulli m ethod. In the Bernoulli method, the frequency of the words, do not play any
role. Hence, each document is represented iy a vector o f the form di = (Bu, Biz, .., Bj|v|)>
where each B n is either 1 or 0. In this case, th e weight of each component of the categorizer
Cj is calculated using the following formula:

In other words, the weight of the term w* given category Cj is obtained by dividing the
number of docum ents containing the term u* and in the category Cj.
Now, th e probability of a new document di belonging to category Cj is calculated by the
following formula:
P{ di \C j) =

+ (1 - Bit)(I - P{Wt\Cj)))

In the second m ethod, the mxdtinominal model, the frequency and the length of the
document play a role. In this setting, a document di is represented with a vector of the
form di = {Nil,Ni 2 , N i \ v \ ) , where Nn is the frequency of the term vt in the document
di. If we use the notation |dij for the length of the document, then the following formulas
represent th e correspondingcalculations for the m ultinom inal model.

2.2.2.2

Decision tree dassifers

A decision tree text categorizer consists of a tree in which internal nodes are labeled by
term s, branches coming out from them are labeled by tests on the weight th at the term has
in the representation of the test document, and leave nodes are labeled by categories. Such
categorizer assigns a test document by recursivefy testing for the weights that the term s
labeling the internal nodes have in the representation of the particular document, until a
leaf node is reached; the label of this leaf node is then assigned to the document. The most
frequently used are binary decision trees th a t assume binary document representation [14].
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More detailed explenation on this and the following techniques used in categorization
can be found in [25].
2.2 2.3

Decision rule dassifers

Decision rule categorizers use an inductive rule leam ing method in building categorizers.
Rule premises refer to the presence or absence of term s in the test document, while the rule
head refers to the decision whether to assign it or not to a certain category. Rule induction
m ethods intend to select the "best” rule from all the possible, regarding to some m inim ality
critm on.
2 2.2.4

On-line linear dassifers

Linear categorizers rely on the extraction of explicit prototypical document of the cat
egory from th e training set. Two different m ethods are used to build a categorizer: batch
induction m ethod and on-line induction m ethod.
T he first builds a categorizer by gathering inform ation firom the training set all at
once. On the contrary, the other builds a categorizer after analyzing only the first training
document, and incrementally refines it as it examines new documents.
2.2.2 5

Rocchio dassifer

T he Rocchio categorizer relies on an adsq>tation to the text categorization case of Rocchio’s formula for relevance feedback in the vector space model, and it is perhaps the only
text categorization method whose roots lie exdusively in the information retrieval tradition
rath er than in th e machine leaming one.
2.2 2.6

Neural network

Neural network categorizer is a network of units, where the input usually represent
term s, the output units represent various categories of interest, and the weights on the
edges th at connect units represent conditional dependence relations. For categorizing a test
document, its term weights are assigned to the input units. The activation of these units is
propagated forward through the network, and the value that the output units take up as a
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consequence determines the categorization decisions.
2 2.2.7

Ebcample-based classifiers

Example-based categorizers do not build an explicit, declarative representation of the
category of interest, but "parasite” on the categorization judgm ents th at the experts have
given on the training documents sim ilar to the test documents. These methods have thus
been called lazy leaming systems, since they defer the decision on how to generalize beyond
the training data until each new query instance is encountered.
2.2.3

Effectiveness measures

In order to say th at a text representation is performing b etter than another, it is nec
essary to prove th at the outcome of corresponding text categorization experiment is more
effective than the other. Knowing th at a set of n documents has been previously categorized
by binary text categorization system, and also by an expert it is easy to measure the effec
tiveness of the categorizer. We can specify the relationship between the system decisions
and the expert judgments in so called contingency table (Figure 2.1) [3].

sy ste m sa ys yes
sy ste m sa ys no

exp o rt sa y s yes
a
c
a -F c = r

expert sa ys no
b
d
6 + d = n —r

a-hb = k
c + d = n —k
a -i- b + c + d = n

Figure 2.1: A set of n classification decisions represented as a contingency table
Elach entry in the table specifies the number of decisions with the specified result. For
instance, a is the number of tim es the system decides th at the categorization is correct, and
was also marked as correct by the expert. The effectiveness measures are defined in terms
of the contingency table and there are three substantial measures of the effectiveness of the
categorization system:
Recall = a /(a ■+■c)
Precision — a/{a -+- 6)
F allout — b/{b 4- d)
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Recall measures th e proportion of the correct documents th at the system assigns to the
category. Perfect recall is achieved by a system th at assigns every document to a category,
there by obtaining recall of 1. On the other hand, precision is defined as a proportion o f
documents assigned to the category that are really members of the category. Ideal system
would have precision of 1. FalUmt is an alternative to precision and is defined as the
proportion of the documents th a t are incorrectly assigned to a category by the system.
Perfect precision and fallout can be achieved by a system th at assigns no document to a
category.
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CHAPTERS

BACKGROUND
3.1

OCR errors

Peculiarities of handw riting are so conq)iex th at even humans have difficulties in inter
preting such data. Even typed m aterials can show a large variety of complicated factors,
including [24]:
C h a ra c te r D iv e rsity (stylized, script, bold, italicized, foreign language, etc.)
S pecialized S ym bols (technical notation, diacritical marks, etc.)
P o o r M ed ia Q u a lity (opacity variations, density variations)
E x tra n eo u s M a rk s (underlining, highlighting, marginalia, stam ped data).
In addition to the imperfections th at may exist in the original copy of the document,
processing equipment can also produce a large variety of deformities. In general, most doc
uments combine several of these problems, from page to page and within a page. Therefore,
optical character recognition (OCR) technology encounters very complicated pattern recog
nition problem. Fuzzy m atching technics can retrieve corrupted words. The most difficult
recognition problems are those in which type fonts of m ultiple sizes and styles occur on a
single page. This is the case of most modem applications.
The main cause of recognition errors is graphical similarities. The image is not clear
enough to make it possible for the OCR device to draw the right conclusion. Two things can
happen: the OCR device can not classify the character at all and outputs a default character
(usually ), or the characteris wrongfy recognized, the OCR device chooses a sim ilar shaped

14
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character th a t is more highly frequent in the language. Ehcample: arguinent (argum ent),
nntmntain (m ountain), system (system), the (the).
Although, optical character recognition is a technology of very extensive applicability
and w ith substantially immense economic im pact only a very small part of this potential
has been used. This primarily, is due to lim itation on the accuracy of OCR systems. The
degree of generating OCR errors also is insidious. OCR errors are ju st unavoidable and
there is no guarantee of correct interpretation of a word even if it appears several tim es
in a given document. W ith good paper originals, OCR can achieve 99% of the characters
correctly recognized but there could still be 25 misspelled words per page [30]. The accuracy
requirements are very demanding. OCR errors in individual words can often be corrected
since they contain redundancy. Depending on the application of the optically scanned text,
large post-processing efforts usually are required. This makes the need for good tools of
spell checking and correction strong and urgent. The purpose of implementing different
tools is to improve the correctness of the text for subsequent retrieval.
Recognition errors either can be classified by the processing steps where the error occurs
or by the effect the error has on the recognized text [26]. Every spelling correction m ethod
comprises four components:
• Spelling-error model It describes how words can be garbled by a specific input m ethod.
• Dictionary This component introduces all the correct words th at are acknowledged
by the spelling corrector. More accurately is for a dictionaryto contain as many words
as possible, so th at substantially small number of words are marked as misrecognized.
• Candidate word generation In order to correct garbled words it is secure for the se
lected dictionary words to be the correct words for the candidate list.
• Candidate word ranking The candidate words have to be ordered so that the most
likely correct candidate word is ranked highest. This requires an algorithm to compute
the sim ilarity measure between the misspelled word and each candidate word.
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Most of the traditional spelling correction ^ stern s perform simple four-step procedure:
insertion, deletion, substitution, and transposition of all the characters according to the
single error model of Dam erau [2]. This model is reported to cover over 80% o f all mis
spellings. Accordingly, Dam erau’s model does not cover all recognition errors. However,
there is another model proposed, th at is superset of the previous, which consists of four
error categories [26]:
C ase e rro r: a word has been correctly recognized except for the case of some
of the characters. For exam plercom PutEr instead of computer.
Single e rro r: up to three adjacent characters have been garbled a t one error
position in a word. For «cample: m ountain instead of mountain, where m is
recognized as ÜL
M u ltip le e rro r: several single errors have occurred in a word. For example:
m torniation instead of information. Here tn is recognized as m, / is recognized
as t, and m is recognized as Hi.
R eal w o rd e rro r: a word is recognized as correct word in the language b u t
not in the original tex t. For example: he instead of the.
An overview of the error groups with examples is shown in the figure below:

E rro r group
Missing word
Trimcation
Inserted Upper case letter
Inserted digit
Inserted special character
Single error
Split Word
Missing space
M ultiple error
Special term s
Imposible
Miscellaneous

e rro r exam ple

correct w ord

argume
com Puter
typeS
character
m ountain
inter va 1
dueto
water
person-name
ujciidsq
following..

argument
computer
types
character
mountain
interval
due to
wafir
person_name
words.
following:

Figure 3.1: Elrror groups w ith examples
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3.1.1

Tools for OCR error correction

Considering the great variety of errors there are many post processing systems developed.
At UNLV’s hiform ation Science Research Institute a document processing system called
M A N IC U R E (M arkup A N d Image-based Correction Using R apid Editing) was built
[31]. It provides integrated fiacilities for creating electronic form of printed m aterials and
has specific modules th at deal w ith autom atic detection and correction of OCR errors.
The design of MANICURE is such that it ran use the characteristics of a document (i.e.
word forms, geometric inform ation about the objects in th e document, and font and spacing
between textual objects) to determ ine the logical structure of the document. Furthermore,
the system can autom atically detect and correct OCR spelling errors by using dictionaries,
approximation matching, standard OCR errors, and frequency and distribution of words
and phrases in the docum ent. The purpose of designing MANICURE was prim arily to con
vert printed m aterials from text collections into a suitable format for information retrieval
applications. MANICURE consists of four modules and OCR front end th at are described
below;

The p a rse r {docjparse) is an OCR dependent module, which extracts necessary
information from the output of the OCR device to build a physical representation
of the document in the form of hierarchical tree. T he leaves of the tree are labeled
by the recognized tex t strings together w ith font inform ation and the location
of the string on the image. The nodes of the tree keep track of lines, zones and
pages of the input document.
The logical d o c u m e n t ta g g e r (autotag) is the m ost practical and explicit part
of the MANICURE system . Considering the physical representation produced
by the parser, autotag constructs a tree representing the logical structure of the
document. The leaves here are labeled by the words th at form the content of
the document. C haracters such as end of line hyphenation are managed in this
module and docum ent sturctutes (for instance running headers and footers) may
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be removed. The nodes contain inform ation for sentences, paragrs^hs, sections
and section titles. In addition, autotag selects and m arks structured d ata such
as title and author.
T he p o st p ro ce ssin g sy ste m {ppsys) is an autom atic error detection and cor
rection program designed for OCR text. The system performs error correction
through approxim ation matching. It uses the device’s most common confusions,
and gathers structural information from the complete document. Thking into
account, th at the complete document has already been processed, the infor
m ation of its content can be used to correct it. The post processing system
builds an inverted file from the output of autotag consisting of the document’s
words, their frequencies and their sim ilarities to other words in the document.
In order to mark each word as correctly recognized or misspelled, special recog
nizers, ledcons and dictionaries are employed. Based on th a t, statistical phrases
are generated to correct misspellings, followed by apprcodmation matching us
ing word frequenqr information and OCR error inform ation. Evaluation results
have indicated th a t the correction rate of the post processing system is in the
range of 15% to 50% of all misspellings in the docum ent.
The se m i-a u to m a tic u s e r in te rfa c e {rummage) is used for inspection and
correction of OCR errors and markup. The p art of the misrecognized words that
may not been corrected by the post processing system and the other modules,
can be easily corrected using rummage. Considering th a t the post processing
system tags each misspelling, rummage can run through the document and
highlight each misrecognized word. The user r»n then correct the misspelling
by using one of the following three options: selecting the correct misspelling
from the given list by a simple elide o f the mouse; retype the correct word;
accept the word by clicking next.
A nother program for OCR correction, O C R S p ell, was also designed at ISRI [34]. OCRSpell is a tool for preparing large collections of documents for input to a information re-
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tieival system or for presentation. The prim ary intention was for the system to work in
conjunction w ith the MANICURE processing system. OCRSpell includes maiqr OCR errorcorrecting techniques. It has an autom atic system th a t uses information about typical OCR
errors, dynamic knowledge about the document and uses it whenever the information is re
quired. Any tim e when OCRSpell could not provide an appropriate candidate word for
a misspelled word, the system "learns” from th a t confusion and adds the information to
the device-mapping list for later use. In th at m anner th e system will offer an adequate
correction when the same type of confusion occurs.
O ur research was in a similar direction: to build different kind of error correction pro
gram.
3.2 Experimental environment
The environment we have at the Information Science Research Institute (ISRI) lends it
self to experim entation. ISRI has a fairly large set of test documents. These documents are
p art of a large textual repository th at is being built by th e Department of Energy (DOE)
called LSS (Licensing Support System). Many of the docum ents have been recognized using
commercial OCR devices. The LSS is a planned system th a t will capture and track docu
ments pertaining to the site licensing proceedings of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission.
Eventually this system will need to provide access to m illions of documents.
We use only a p art of this large and diverse collection of information. The collection
we use is heterogeneous, not only in document quality and structure, but also in con
tent D i& rent types of documents are included in the LSS, such as technical reports and
analyses, quality assurance records, license applications, studies, plans, correspondence, etc.
The document should be categorized into different topic groups based on their content [1].
Most of the documents are not originals; many are n th generation copies or copies from
books where the edges have been skewed. The fonts are typical of what one would expect
in such a diverse collection. Since the collection is scientific in nature, many documents
contain formulas, graphs, photos, maps, and other graphics. The content also covers a
broad range of topics. We used 138 document ranging insize from a single page to 1500
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pages. For our experiment we use only few categories:
02.1 The N atural Systems of the Geologic Settings: Geologic System
02.2 The N atural Systems of the Geologic Settings: Hydrologie System
02.4 The N atural Systems of the Geologic Settings: Climatological and Meteorological
Systems
04.1 Engineered B arrier Systems: Waste Package
12.1 Inform ation for Preparation of a Geologic Repository Environmental Im pact
Statem ent: Environmental
12.2 Inform ation for Preparation of a Geologic Repository Environmental Im pact
Statem ent: Socioeconomic
12.3 Inform ation for Preparation of a Geologic Repository Environmental Im pact
Statem ent: Transportation
In the first run of our experiment we converted the documents to regular ASCII text
and in the second run we used the same documents but ran them through MANICURE.

For the intention of categorization of the documents we used the B O W (Bag O f W ords)
text classifier [14]. B O W is a text classifier, which is a statistically based text categorization
program. BOW is normally used in two steps:
1.BOW reads the documents and writes a model containing statistics for each
document.
2.Using the model, BOW performs classification or diagnostics.
Before performing classification or diagnostics, BOW indexes the given set of docum ents
in a way th at it first reads the documents and archives the model containing their statistical
information. The text index for the model must contain all the training data. The test set
may also be read as a p art of the model, or could be left o ut, to be read later on.
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In most cases, the text d ata should be in plain text files, one file per document. No
special tags are needed a t the beginning or end of documents. The files should be contmned
in directories, such th at all documents with the same class labels are contained in the same
directory. BOW does not directly support classification tasks in which individual documents
have multiple class labels.
When indexing a file, the file’s stream o f characters are converted into term s by a
process called tokenization or lexing. By de& ult, all alphabetic sequences of characters are
processed in a m anner th a t each sequence is changed to lower case and any term which is
on the ’’stoplist” (a list of common words such as ”the”, " o f ”, "is”, etc.) are ignored.
Once indexing is performed a model have been archived to disc, BOW performs docu
ment classification. Statistics from a set of training documents will determine the param e
ters of the classifiers; classification of the set of testing documents will be the output.
3.2.1

The experiments

Each experim ental run consists of four trails th at pertain to the d im e n sio n a lity reduc
tions. As discussed, in the previous c h u te r, various techniques of dimensionality reduction
can be £q>plied to increase the efficiency of tact categorization. Dimensionality reduction
eliminates term s th a t do not provide substantial inform ation to aid in determing the cate
gories. Such term s are those th at are misrecognized by th e OCR device. Removal of noninformative words is commonly used technique in document categorization and retrieval
to improve the accuracy of the results and to reduce th e redundancy of the com putation.
The effects of several categorization methods on different document collections have been
studied and the effectiveness has been evident in the experiments. Numerous reports have
shown th at removal of OCR errors through dim ensionality reduction improves the accu
racy of categorization [33]. Consequently, for our experim ent we applied the four available
dimensionality reduction techniques:
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Default: no words are removed from the vocabulary.
Document Count removes words th at occur in iV or fewer documents. In our experi
ments N was set to be 3.
Occurrence Count: removes words th at occur less than N times per document. N
was set to be 10 for our experimental purposes.
Information Gain removes all but the top N ranked words by selecting words with
the highest information gain. In our experiments N was equal to 10,000.
For the accuracy measure of the categorization, we compare the results from the au
tom atic categorization performed by BOW and the manual categorization performed by
experts and few geology students.
In the earlier work in the field of document categorization the following two probefoilistic
models for categprization were applied [15]:
• Multi-variate Bernoulli model
• MulHnomitd model
Both approaches make the naive Bayes assum ption. Because of the independence as
sumption the param eters of each document can be learned separately. This greatly simplifies
learning, especially when the number of param etars is large. Document categorization is
ju st such a domain w ith a large number of param etars. The param eters of the documents
to be categorized are words, and the number of words can be quite large. The comparison
of the both "naive Bayes” generative models has given the following results:
Multy-variate Bernoulli model usually performs b etter than the multinomial a t small
vocabulary sizes. On the other hand, multinomial performs well at larger vocabulary size,
reducing on average 27% of the errors more than the m ulti-variate Bernoulli model a t any
vocabulary size. Furthermore, results from previous research show that the multinomial
gives b e tta results than Bernoulli on longer documents. Another point to take into consid
eration is th at the multinomial model is more accurate classifier for collection of documents
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th at greatly vary in le ig th . This model consequently manages documents of varying length
by extracting characteristics from each word th a t appear in the document. Evidence shows
th a t the m ulti-variate Bernoulli model does not give satisfactory results in classification
of documents of various lengths. Many researchers have shown interest in comparing the
above models stating th eir explicit differences [5]. Previous formalizations of the multino
mial model have om itted document length. Including document length is necessary because
it specifies the number o f draws from multinominaL In practice document length may be
class dependent, and a m ore general formalization should regard this.
Previous work at ISRI has proven indeed th at multinomial perform s better than Bernoulli
on longer documents. Taking into consideration all of these outcomes we decided to run
our experiments only by using the m u ltin o m ial m ethod.
Recently a t ISRI an experim ent was performed using the same collection of documents
th at we are using in our experimmit [32]. Results of th a t experim ent have shown th at two
of the documents were not categorized properly. We presumed th a t the documents were
not assigned to the correct category possibly due to errors in the text. We intended to
implement some kind o f a program for error correction and improve categorization. We
came up w ith an idea to build a program th at will attem pt to correct the errors using the
information extracted from the categories themselves.
Summarizing everything th at we have previously stated, we can outline the procedure
of our experiment:
1. Designing a spelling-correction program using information from the seven given cate
gories instead of using a regular dictionary.

2. Categorize the corrected documents using the BOW text classifier.

3. Compare the results of the previous experiment and our latest research.
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CHAPTER 4

ERROR CORRECTION ALGORITHM
M aiy experiments have shown th at errors do not affect average precision and recall, bu t may
produce variation in ranking in information retrieval environment [28]. However, the effects
of errors on autom ated tex t classification are more obvious [33, 32]. Spelling corrections of
erroneous documents may improve categorization accuracy. Even though, many advanced
text recognition systems have spelling correction components integrated in the devices, there
is p laity of room for improvement.
Most spell checkers and OCR post processing systems are lexicon-based and use non
word errors (strings th a t are non-words in the language or proper names, acronyms, num
bers, atnd technical term s) as an error. A list of acceptable candidate words is used to m atch
against the words firom th e recognizes text. W ith this approach, every recognized word is
verified using a dictionary, and if the word is not among dictionary words, an attem pt can
be made to correct it. In order to generate suggesting corrections, a similarity measures or
probability scores are used. Axxy word th at is not in the given list is marked as a possible
error. This may lead to many false alarms, since a dictionary can not contain everything.
Consequently, not all marked words are errors. M aiy correct words, proper nouns and
acronyms th at do not appear in the dictionary will be presented as errors by the system.
Additionally this m ethod vaasy not find the real word errors (strings th at are correct words
in the language, but not the word found in the text). For example, if the word fo r m has
being recognized as f o r then the system would not m ark this as a misspelling. Conventional
tac t correction systems usually employ the lexicon-based approach.
It is im portant for a iy spelling correction system to have a suitable dictionary. If the
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dictionary is too small, the candidate list of words for the misspellings will be limited.
Howeva^, a lexicon th a t is too large occasionally could not detect misspellings due to dense
word space [II]. Corrections are performed by isolating a word and checking it’s presence
in the dictionary. If it is not in the dictionary, it can be transform ed to one by using a
simple four-step procedure w ith four simple operations: insertion, deletion, substitution
and transposition of all the characters [21].
As described above, one of the most obvious methods for error correction and thereby
improving the accuracy of categorization, is by the use of a dictionary. O ur idea was similar.
But instead of using an Elnglish dictionary or a domain specific dictionary we intended to
exploit inform ation from the categories themselves.
The ability to improve OCR accuracy using lexical context checking is highly contingent
upon the subject. In the cases where standard text is used, lexical context checking is very
effective. However, its effectiveness decreases substantially for docum ents containing proper
nouns, acronyms, technical term s, formulas, numbers and etc. In other words it is not very
valuable for documents th at contain such nonstandard words, which is the case with our
collection of documents.
4.1

Design of the dictionary and the categorizers

O ur starting lypothesis was based on the knowledge th at a vast dictionary will not
always give the best results. Consequently, we designed our dictionary using only words
from the categorizers. The concept behind our idea to extract words from the categorizers
was th a t the words from the categorizers should be them atically closely related to the words
found in future documents. T h at should be so, because the documents belong to the same
large textual repository and all o f the documents pertain to the related topics. Keeping this
in mind, we can say th at our dictionary is a limited kind of a domain-specific dictionary.
We used 138 documents of various types such as studies, reports, analyses, plans, etc.
From these 138 documents, 104 were selected as a tra in in g s e t to build the categorizers
for each category. The c a te g o riz e rs gathered stfOistiaU inform ation from the terms in
the documents. These term s represent a p ^ fect document th at fits in the corresponding
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category. The categories are represented w ith the same list of words. T he words in the
categorizers are ranked in descending order. The ranking depends upon th e relevance of
th e words to the particular class. In th at manner, even though th e categorizers contain
same list of word the ordering of the words in the categorizers is different.
In our experiment, each categorizer contained 34,248 words. As we previously mention,
we used BO W text classifier for document classification. Detailed explanation for BOW
is given in chapter 2. BOW creates the model for each categorizer as a two column rankordered list, where the first column contains the words and the second the corresponding
word weights. An example of the categorizers is shown in Figure 4.1.

02.1
cross
0.006649
drift
0.006393
fault
0.005778
sta
0.005661
rock
0.005464
data
0.005317
zone
0.004681
mountain 0.004191
doe
0.004016
erosion
0.003606
percent
0.003562
yucca
0.003474
quot
0.003394
cm
0.003394

02.iI
water
0.018576
fiow
0.011375
level
0.010518
d ata
0.006767
mountain
0.005108
quot
0.005052
yucca
0.004486
altitudes
0.004288
unsaturated 0.004194
table
0.003902
usw
0.003883
unit
0.003798
repository
0.003713
depth
0.003430

02.4
site
data
guidance
TnAvimiiTn

sites
wind
meteorological
document
yucca
precipitation
projections
reference
area
conditions

0.006073
0.004995
0.004076
0.003836
0.003516
0.003356
0.003177
0.003077
0.002777
0.002617
0.002497
0.002397
0.002178
0.002078

Figure 4.1: Examples of the categorizers
Based on this categorizers, if a document contained the single word w a ste it is more
likely to be categorized in th e category 12.1 since it has the highest weight for this word.
Such examples are given in the following table:

te r m
waste
geolocic
tunnel

02.1
0.000512
0.002816
0.003211

0 2 .2
0.002375
0.000556
0.000009

02.4
0.000739
0.000479
0.000020

04.1
0.005936
0.000386
0.000077

12.1
0.013091
0.000358
0.000314

1 2 .2
0.002311
0.000175
0.000062

Table 4.1: Words and their corresponding weights for each category
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0.005090
0.000309
0.000063
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Our dictionary contains all of th e 34,248 words. We used seven categories for our
experiment. The documents were represented as files and the categories as directories.
The categories were assigned based on ground tru th (manual) assignment. Knowing the
correct categorization for each docum ent we arranged the documents in the corresponding
directories (Figure 4.3).
The most recent experiments a t ISRI were related to the effects th a t errors might have
on training the classifier to build the categorizers [32]. The experiments were set th a t would
give the most perceptiveness of those effects. There are two distinct m ethods in which errors
can influence categorization. F irst, categorization can be affected by the presence of errors
in the training set and second, by reducing the ability of new documents to be categorized
correctly. Accordingly, four experim ents were conducted.
Good Training/Bad Test Set
Mixed TTaining/Mixed Test Set
Good Training/Auto-Corrected Set
Good Training/Manually-Corrected Set

It was discovered that errors could cause improper categorization for the new docu
ments. As a m atter of fact, two documents were not classified properly in the first, second
and fourth experimental run. The first experiment was set such th at th e training set was
selected from the set of good quality documents. The test set was selected from the set of
poor OCR quality documents. In the second trial the training and the testing set consist
from both good and bad docum ents. In the third run, one of the documents th at previ
ously did not categorize properly, was correctly categorized. This experim ental run was
acactly the same as the first trial, but the two poorly recognized documents were first run
through MANUCURE. The fourth run was same as the third except the two documents
were manually corrected.
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4.2

T he algorithms

O ur intention was to maire an effort to correct the two documents using the information
from the categorizers. In th a t direction, we designed a program for error correction using
the introductory premises. Description of our program follows.
We were mostly concentrated on the error finding process. F irst of all we needed to
decide what are the errors in the docum ent. The errors can be determ ined by spell checking
of isolated words. Accordingly, we implemented a program for spell checking and we were
finding all so-called misspellings in the document using a broad dictionary. An individual
word is presumed to be accurately recognized if it is in the dictionary. Otherwise, it is
practically misrecognized. Those words th a t are found in the dictionary are discarded and
only misspellings remain. Knowing which words are potential misspellings we ran then use
our dictionary in order to correct th e doubtful words.
O ur spelling correction program was designed to handle case errors, single and multiple
errors according to the model proposed by Thkahashi [9]. The words w ith the greatest
possible sim ilarity according to some m easure can be pidced from the dictionary as candidate
words. If there is only a single word w ith the greatest possible resemblance, th e garbled word
is corrected automatically. To generate candidate words eflidently, the spelling correction
program compares the resemblance between each dictionary word and each misspelled word.
The candidate word list comprises all the dictionary words th at have some characters in
common with the garbled word.
Different methods for com puting sim ilarity measure are used to generate th e correction
list. For example, noisy channel models [12], edit distance combined w ith word frequency
[16], and confusion sets [7] are the m ost commonly used. In our program we integrated the
edit distance function as a sim ilarity measure. [22]
Following Wagner and Fisher [22], let Z be a finite alphabet. An edit distance operation
is a pair of strings (a, 6) ^ (e, e) over S o f length less than or equal to 1. String x results
from w, represented with w =»- x , if there are strings a and

such th a t x = abfi and

vj = ctafi. (a, 6) is a substitution operation if a ^ e and 6 # e, a delete operation if 6 = e
and a ^ 6, and an insertion operation if u = e and 6 # e. We use the term edit distance to
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refer to some combinations of substitution, deletion, or insertion [27].
T he function w o n L eh eck calculates the edit distance between a misspelled word and
each dictionary word, and returns th e one w ith the minimtnn edit distance over alL The
edit distance function d ^ n e s the sim ilarity between two words as the TninimnTn cost if the
two words are compared character by character. The more similar the words are, the lower
their distance score is. The score is proportional to the number of substitution, deletion
or insertion operations performed on the misspelled word. Significant constraint th a t we
have taken care of in the wortLcheck function is th at for various length words different edit
distances were calculated. This criterion ensures th at the generated candidate word list is
small so th at the words are the most affiliated to the misspelling. The large candidate wcnrd
set mean th at for a garbled word too many and too vaguely spelling suggestions are offered
if no additional restrictions are used. If we consider for instance an edit distance w ith value
of 3 for the word of length 3 then th a t is absurd. The justification is th at the replacement
could possibly be totally irrelevant to th e initial misspelled word. The candidate word would
then be completely unrelated to the misspelling. To determine appropriate edit distance
values for each word taking in to consideration the length, we applied the following function:
n = ceil{wordJenffth 4- 3)
Often could happen th at two candidate words competing for replacement of a garbled
word, to have equal edit distances. In th a t case, another measure needs to be considered.
We consider the weights of the words of the category. Ftom the ground tru th documents we
know the correct category for each of the documents. Accordingly, we have created a file
co rrect_ cat which has inform ation on th e correct categorization of the 34 docum ents from
the test set. Word weight inform ation for each category is held in the w e ig h t directory,
th at we have also created for the experim ental purposes. At this point we look up where
the current document belongs in the c o rre c t_ c a t file. For possible replacement words w ith
equal edit distance, the word weights determ ine the new candidate word. We compare the
weights for the two equal edit distance words in th e corresponding category. The winning
word th at becomes the possible replacement is the one with a higher weight. T hen the
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procedure continues in to finding a b etter replacement. The objective is to discover from
the dictionary a candidate word th at has lower edit distance than the current. If none is
found, then the last candidate replaces the misspelling. The process proceeds until all the
misspellings firom the current document are checked against the dictionary and potential
replacement is retrieved. Example of this procedure is follows:

te st-file : lend w atar land w atar water m ountain, functon, meefing, meeing meeting.

m isrecogniezed w ords:

watar watar functon meefing meeing

The allowed maximum edit distance for the word w a ta r is d = 2

The competing words are:
watar
weight1=0.000000

data
weight2=0.006767

d a ta editjH st = 2
w a te r editjdist = 1
T he competing words are:
water
weightl=0.018576

water
weight2=0.000019

w a te r editjdist = 1
w a ta r

w a te r

n tin _ e d it_ d ist= l

The allowed maximum edit distance for the word fu n cto n is d = 3

fu n c tio n e d itjiist = 2
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The com peting words are:
function
weightl=0.000443

functions
weight2=0.000226

fu n c tio n ed itjd ist = 2
functon

function

m injeditjdist=2

The allowed maximum edit distance for the word m eefing is d = 3

The com peting words are:
meefing
weightl=0.000000

meaning
weight2=0.000009

m ean in g edit_dist=3
m e e tin g edit.dist= 2
The com peting words are:
meeting
weightl=0.000019

meetings
weight2=0.000009

m e e tin g edit_dist=2
m eefing edit_dist=l
meefing

meefing

m injedit_dist=1

The allowed maximum edit distance for the word m eeing is d = 2

The com peting words are:
meeing
weightl=0.000000

meaning
weight2=0.000009

m ea n in g editudist=2
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The competing words are:
meaning
weightl=0.000009

mining
weight2=0.000038

tniwiTig edit_dist=2
meeting editudist=l
The com peting words are:
meeting
weightl=0.000019

meefing
weight2=0.000009

meeting edit_dist=l
meeing

meeting

minjedit_dist=l

Currently, the program cannot deal with split errors, since it is using the space a delim
i t s . Usually a split error results in two or more invalid strings, consequently the program
will m ark the strings as potential errors. However, it is not possible to correct the split
error simply by eliminating the space.
4.3

The trials and the results

Summarizing all th at we have explained, the experiments were made to test the effect
of the spelling correction to the documents. For th at intention we took into considsation
the two documents th at were not categorize properly in the previous experiment. From the
prior experience, we determined our trials in the following manner:
Good Thrainmg/Bad Test Set
Good Training/Auto-Corrected Set

In each experim ental trial, we perform several distinct runs based on the multinomial prob
ability model. In addition, each trial includes a lim ited vocabulary run th at employs the
multinom ial probability techniques. The lim ited vocabulary merges several dictionaries. It
includes also dom ain specific term s that an elemmitaxy dictionary may have neglected in the
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process of indexing. T he vocabulary consists of 413,216 words derived from several general
dictionaries, geologic and radiologic specific dictionary, and specific thesauri from LSN. In
the process of indexing, in both information retrieval and categorization, it is beneficial
to restrict the vocabulary to pre-defined control term s. This principle is commonly used.
We £q>plied, also, all the dimensionality reduction techniques described in chapter 3. The
accuracy rates for each dimensionalty reduction is shown in Table 4.2.

M ttftin o m to l
Default
Document Count
Inform ation Gain
Occurrence Count

Good T ra in in g /
B a d Teat S e t
94.12
97.06
94.12
97.06

G ood T r a in in g /
A uto~ C orrected S e t
94.12
97.06
97.06
97.06

Table 4.2: Average accuracy rates for each dimensionality reduction
The categorization experiment compares th e decisions made by the system and some
standard of correctness, usually human category assignment. In our case we compare the
results between BOW text classifier and the judgm ent from the experts. The outcome of
the categorization is shown in Table 4-3.
The results indicate th a t the two documents were not categorized properly even after
the spelling correction was done. In the first run both documents were not assigned to the
correct category, as it was the case in the earlier experim ent. In the second run we run
the documents through MANICURE, and then we corrected the rest of the misspellings
by our spelling correction program. At this point the document MOL.19990118.0060, was
correctly recognized, however, the other document was not.
Taking into account the results, we can say th at the corrections did not

azqr

difference in categorizing the documents. Even though the spelling correction program
corrected on average 15% of the misspellings, the outcome was exactly identical to the prior
experiment.
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A l g o r it h m 4 .3 .1 W o rd L C h eck
/* We compare a misspeUed word w ith the dictionary words and we choose
the one w ith the sm allest edit distance:*/

{
for each misspelled word we calculate the allowed edit distance
i

M trlm (m i* n € U * d .JÊ )o rd ^

j

,

search tite dictionary for th e best.fit:
take each word from the dictionary;

{

calculate th e edit distance between the
misspelled word and th e dictionary word
and store in the variable n;
i f n greater th an the pre-calculated allowed edit distance d
do n ot consider those dictionary words;
else

{
/* consider only th a t candidate word th a t have edit
rfwfATire less or equal to th e pre-calculated allowed
ed it distance * /
if n less th an the pre-calculated allowed edit distance d

{
if the calculated value
n is the best
up to th k point^store the candidate dictionary word
in th e variable nixwd;
store n in the variable d.
d holds the minimum edit distance value;

}
e lse

{

}

if th e r e a re tw o c a n d i t a t e w o rd s w ith th e sam e e d it d ista n c e
com peting to replace the m isspelled word,
we call the weight.check function;

}
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A lg o rith m 4.3.2 W eightj Check
/* Search for weights of two words and returns the word w ith th e
higher weight among them */

{
find the correct category for th e current file;
search for th e weights of the two candidate words in the
corresponding category;
compare the weights and retu rn the word w ith higher weight;

A lg o rith m 4.3.3 E rro r jC orrection
main .program;

{

call the executable w ith a nam e of a file which contains the
misspelled words and the dictionary file;
for each m isspelled word, th e algorithm wortLcheck is
called;
the resulting best fit is stored in the in .tb l file th a t
keeps track of th e m isspelled words as well as the result
words;
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d o c u m en t-id
MOL.19980729.0051
MOL.19981103.0084
MOL.19990I18.0060
MOL.19990312.0209
MOL.19990604.0I11
MOL.19980724.0394
MOL.19980916.0395
MOL.19980921.0029
MOL.19981110.0430
MOL.1998I215.0031
MOL.19981222.0137
MOL.I99905I1.0239
MOL.19990518.0261
MOL.19990524.0143
MOL.I9990601.0140
MOL.I9990615.0099
MOL.19990617.0237
MOL.19990702.0030
MOL.19990712.0195
MOL.19990713.0238
MOL.19960610.0347
MOL.19971110.0454
MOL.19981210.0240
MOL.19990127.0270
MOL.I9990316.0055
MOL.19990520.0188
MOL.19990528.0311
MOL.19990604.0190
MOL.I9990702.0236
MOL.19990517.0135
MOL.I9990622.0159
MOL.I9990629.0085
MOL.I9980330.0450
MOV.19960903.0175

eo rrectjcategory
02.2
02.2
02.2
02.2
02.4
04.1
04.1
04.1
04.1
04.1
04.1
04.1
04.1
04.1
04.1
04.1
04.1
04.1
04.1
04.1
12.1
12.1
12.1
12.1
12.1
12.1
12.1
12.1
12.1
12.2
12.2
12.2
12.3
12.3

Figure 4.2: The test set of documents and their corresponding correct category
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docid
MOL.19980729.0051
MOL.19981103.0084
MOL.19990118.0060
MOL.19990312.0209
MOL.I9990604.0111
MOL.19980724.0394
MOL.19980916.0395
MOL.19980921.0029
MOL.19981110.0430
MOL.19981215.0031
MOL.19981222.0137
MOL.19990511.0239
MOL.19990518.0261
MOL.19990524.0143
MOL.19990601.0140
MOL.19990615.0099
MOL.19990617.0237
MOL.19990702.0030
MOL.19990712.0195
MOL.19990713.0238
MOL.19960610.0347
MOL.19971110.0454
MOL.19981210.0240
MOL.19990127.0270
MOL.19990316.0055
MOL.19990520.0188
MOL.19990528.0311
MOL.19990604.0190
MOL.19990702.0236
MOL.19990517.0135
MOL.19990622.0159
MOL.19990629.0085
MOL.19980330.0450
MOV.19960903.0175

eorrectjcategory
02.2
02.2
02.2
02.2
02.4
04.1
04.1
04.1
04.1
04.1
04.1
04.1
04.1
04.1
04.1
04.1
04.1
04.1
04.1
04.1
12.1
12.1
12.1
12.1
12.1
12.1
12.1
12.1
12.1
12.2
12.2
12.2
12.3
12.3

d u ta en -ca teg o ry
02.2
04.1
04.1
02.2
02.4
04.1
04.1
04.1
04.1
04.1
04.1
04.1
04.1
04.1
04.1
04.1
04.1
04.1
04.1
04.1
12.1
12.1
12.1
12.1
12.1
12.1
12.1
12.1
12.1
12.2
12.2
12.2
12.3
12.3

w eight
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000

Table 4.3: Categorization results from the first run
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re su lt
correct
incorrect
incorrect
correct
correct
correct
correct
correct
correct
correct
correct
correct
correct
correct
correct
correct
correct
correct
correct
correct
correct
correct
correct
correct
correct
correct
correct
correct
correct
correct
correct
correct
correct
correct

CH A PTERS

CONCLUSION
Providing appropriate inform ation in the least amount of time is a very im portant aspect
of information retrieval science. However, it is difficult to obtain printed inform ation in a
format directly usable by an information retrieval system. Correctly generating documents
in ASCn format from printed documents is a very difficult process. Optical character recog
nition (OCR) is an essential p art of this process. T he essence of the transition of printed
documents into an electronic format is due to the increasing needs of users to access them
in flexible ways. Consequently, different methods for d ata managing were developed such
as information retrieval, text classification, etc. In general, all issues concerning document
organization and filing, are handled by the autom atic categorization technique.
Categorization o f textual d ata into content-oriented predefined classes has gained more
significant prominence in information science in the last ten years. It is a very useful tech
nique in a variety o f documents handling systems. Many methods can be used to categorize
documents as soon as the words are known. Optical character recognition technology plays
an important role in the process of data conversion. It is widely used as a m ethod to move
text resources firom paper medium to electronic form at. However, OCR can garble a large
proportion of words, particularly when low quality documents are used. Unfortunately, not
all dociunents are clean. OCR systems are regularly encountered with poor quality docu
ments due to light originals, copies, or poor contrast, even if high-resolution scanners are
used. State of the a rt OCR devices do not provide accurate conversion for documents of
such quality [18, 23].
The problems th a t arise from the presence of a ro rs in OCR produced documents sub-
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stantïally influence text categorization. The errors may garble crucial words and underm ine
weighting formulas. In order to increase categorization effectiveness post-processing of er
roneous documents is often necessary.
Experiments were conducted a t ISRI testing the effects of document categorization in
the presence of OCR errors. We designed an error-correcting program w ith the intention of
improving the process of categorization.
Lexical information has long been used as an aid to error-correction systems. Correcting
documents using lexical checking is contingent upon the context topics. Such knowledge can
be used to great advantage in resolving recognition ambiguities. Our m otivation was pro
voked by th e successful rates th at lexical context checking have given in the process of error
correction. Its use decreases substantially for documents th at contain non-standard words,
such as technical term s, proper names, numbers and acronyms. Because our document
collection involves a high concentration of such terms, we created a quasi-lexicon.
Our dictionary contained words extracted directly from the training documents. It
consists of 34,248 words. We used for the training set good-quality documents, but there
was still a small amount of errors present. Considering this, our dictionary contained some
garbled words. Some of them were also words th at were not properly recognized in the
process of conversion. We kept in mind these facts, but hoped th at it will not greatly
influence the results. A very small percent of the words th at we attem pted to correct were
replaced w ith garbled words. However, most of the words were corrected. We applied
our error-correcting program to all training and test documents. After th at we applied
autom ated categorization to the corrected documents. We obtained comparable results
with the previous experiment. This indicates th at the correction program using document
information did not improve the process of categorization, but nonetheless did not worsen
it. Justification for the conclusion lays in the fact th at except for the two documents th at
were not categorized properly in th e prior experiment, the rest were correctly categorized.
Summarizing all of the above, we can certainly conclude that OCR errors might not
be the only reason for not categorizing the two documents properly. An im portant factor
to be mentioned is th at text categorization does not achieves 100% accuracy even w ith
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good OCR documents. The categorizer may not be able to place a document in a correct
category, no m atter how clean is the document. We were persuaded in this, because some
documents th at contain more errors than the one th at was not categorized correctly were
actually assigned to a correct category.
We should point out th at studies have shown even expert bibliographic indexers to
disagree on essential categorization decisions [13].
There is no ideal feature th a t will classify all documents w ith 100% accuracy.
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